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Astrocytes are the most abundant glial cells in the brain and are responsible for diverse functions, from
modulating synapse function to regulating the bloodebrain barrier. In vivo, these cells exhibit a starshaped morphology with multiple radial processes that contact synapses and completely surround
brain capillaries. In response to trauma or CNS disease, astrocytes become activated, a state associated
with profound changes in gene expression, including upregulation of intermediate ﬁlament proteins,
such as glial ﬁbrillary acidic protein (GFAP). The inability to recapitulate the complex structure of astrocytes and maintain their quiescent state in vitro is a major roadblock to further developments in tissue
engineering and regenerative medicine. Here, we characterize astrocyte morphology and activation in
various hydrogels to assess the feasibility of developing a matrix that mimics key aspects of the native
microenvironment. We show that astrocytes seeded in optimized matrix composed of collagen, hyaluronic acid, and matrigel exhibit a star-shaped morphology with radial processes and do not upregulate
GFAP expression, hallmarks of quiescent astrocytes in the brain. In these optimized gels, collagen I
provides structural support, HA mimics the brain extracellular matrix, and matrigel provides endothelial
cell compatibility and was found to minimize GFAP upregulation. This deﬁned 3D microenvironment for
maintaining human astrocytes in vitro provides new opportunities for developing improved models of
the bloodebrain barrier and studying their response to stress signals.
© 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Astrocytes, the most prevalent type of glial cell in the brain, have
traditionally been considered supporting cells for neural function.
However, it is now recognized that astrocytes participate in a range
of brain functions, including regulating the formation and dissolution of synapses, maintaining and repairing the bloodebrain
barrier, and responding to tissue damage [1e4]. In response to
trauma or pathological tissue damage astrocytes become activated,
a process known as reactive gliosis [5e7]. While activated astrocytes help to repair damage in the brain, they have also been
implicated in causing neural damage [4,6], and accelerating tumor
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growth and invasiveness [8,9]. Astrocyte activation is characterized
by marked changes in protein expression [5,7,10], a hallmark of
which is the increased expression of glial ﬁbrillary acidic protein
(GFAP) [5,11].
Astrocytes typically have star-shaped morphologies with small
cell bodies, and radial branched processes, and occupy distinct
domains [12]. Protoplasmic astrocytes in the human cortex, have a
cell body approximately 10 mm in diameter and an overall diameter
of about 150 mm [12]. Astrocyte processes have been estimated to
contact tens of thousands of neural synapses per cell [13], while
process end-feet also completely surround brain capillaries [12].
GFAP is widely used as a marker for astrocyte identiﬁcation [14].
The brain microenvironment plays a crucial role in regulating
astrocyte structure and function. The brain is composed mostly of
neurons and glial cells, which account for 75e90% of the total brain
volume [15,16]. The extracellular space contains a complex extracellular matrix that is primarily composed of hyaluronic acid (HA),
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proteoglycans, and tenascins [17,18]. In addition, laminin is present
in small quantities in the developing brain and in the injured adult
brain [19]. Many common extracellular matrix proteins, such as
ﬁbronectin and collagen, are not present in the brain [17].
There are two major challenges in culturing astrocytes for brain
research: (1) achieving physiological cell morphology and (2)
maintaining a quiescent or non-activated state with low levels of
GFAP expression. Rat astrocytes in primary cultures containing
collagen adopt a rounded morphology with short processes and
express high levels of GFAP expression after 24 h in culture [20]. A
similar rounded morphology and high levels of GFAP expression
were reported for a human astrocyte cell line in gels with
1 mg mL1 collagen and different concentrations of HA [21]. Mouse
astrocytes cultured in scaffolds formed from 1.2 mm diameter
electrospun polyurethane ﬁbers coated with poly-L-ornithine or
lysine showed long, branched processes but exhibited high levels of
GFAP expression [11], demonstrating that the local microenvironment has a profound inﬂuence on astrocyte phenotype. These
studies highlight the difﬁculty in recapitulating the characteristic
morphology and non-activated state in cell culture. Here we recapitulate the morphology and very low levels of activation of
quiescent human astrocytes.
We hypothesized that astrocytes cultured in a 3D matrix that
provides structural support and appropriate extracellular matrix
factors will recapitulate the characteristic star-shaped morphology
and low levels of GFAP expression typical of quiescent astrocytes.
To test this hypothesis, we cultured human fetal derived astrocytes
in four classes of gels: HA gels, collagen gels, collagen/HA gels, and
gels composed of collagen, HA, and matrigel. We show that astrocytes cultured in gels with collagen I for structural support (provided in vivo by the high density of cell processes and dendrites),
HA to mimic the brain ECM, and matrigel for endothelial cell
compatibility, exhibit a highly branched morphology and very low
levels of activation. Recapitulating the physiological properties of
astrocytes in this in vitro environment provides a new platform
to explore the role of astrocytes in diverse functions, such as cell
and tissue regeneration, bloodebrain barrier regulation, and
tumerogenesis.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Cell culture
Primary human fetal-derived astrocytes were obtained as described previously
[22e24], following approval by the Johns Hopkins University Institutional Review
Board. Intraoperative human central nervous system tissues, gestational weeks
19e21, which were following written informed consent for clinical procedures, were
used for this research as they are considered pathological waste. Neural cells were
cultured ﬁrst in suspension as neurospheres in low adherent ﬂasks using DMEM/F12
(Sigma) medium with 2% B27 supplement, 1% penicillin-streptomycin (Invitrogen),
20 ng mL1 of EGF (Peprotech) and bFGF (Peprotech), 10 ng mL1 of LIF (Millipore),
and 5 mg mL1 of heparin (Sigma). In order to obtain astrocytes, neurospheres were
mechanically dissociated and single cells were plated on tissue culture ﬂasks in
DMEM/f12 medium (Sigma) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Sigma) and
1% penicillin-streptomycin (Invitrogen). To ensure that the cell population did not
contain microglia, cells were stained for CD11b (AbCam). The lack of CD11b positive
cells conﬁrmed that there was no contamination by microglia.

2.2. 3D astrocyte culture in hydrogels
Cells were seeded in various combinations of ECM protein hydrogels (Table 1) at
a concentration of approximately 10,000 cells mL1. Collagen gels were formed by
neutralizing rat tail collagen I (BD) with NaOH, according to the manufacturer's
instructions. 10X DMEM/F12 (Sigma) and astrocytes in cold, serum-free media were
then added to the neutralized collagen. For the mixed gels, hyaluronic acid (HA,
Glycosan HyStem Kit) was combined with poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA)
cross-linker (Glycosan Xtralink) at the manufacturer's recommended ratio (8:1 ratio
of HA: crosslinker). The cross-linked HA was then added to the neutralized collagen,
followed by the growth factor reduced matrigel (BD), if applicable, followed by the
10X media and cells. All gels were formed in an ice water bath under sterile conditions, and gels were seeded into Nunc Lab Tek II 8-well chamber slides. Wells and
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Table 1
Summary of hydrogel compositions studied. Concentrations are in mg mL1.
Category

Collagen

HA

Matrigel

Collagen

4
6
8
2
3
2
3
4
4

0
0
0
2
1
1
1.5
1
2

0
0
0
0
0
1
1.5
1
2

Collagen/HA
Collagen/HA/Matrigel

pipet tips were kept in the freezer prior to mixing the gels, to ensure thorough
mixing before gelation occurred.
2.3. Physical characterization of the gels
The structure of the gels was characterized using scanning electron microscopy.
Acellular gels were prepared as described above, with additional serum-free media
to replace the volume of cells. Gels were incubated with deionized water overnight
and then frozen with liquid nitrogen. The gels were then lyophilized overnight,
mounted on stubs, and coated with platinum. Gels were imaged using a scanning
electron microscope (FEI Quanta 200 Environmental SEM) under vacuum at 2.5 kV.
The mechanical properties of the gels were characterized using an atomic force
microscope [25]. A Dimension 3100 AFM (Bruker Nano, Santa Barbara, CA) was used
for the AFM measurements. The measured spring constant and length of the
cantilever were 4.22 N m1 and 225 mm, respectively (Budget Sensors; MagneticMulti75-G Cantilever). A 50 mm diameter soda lime glass microsphere (Polysciences, Inc., Warrington, PA) was attached to the end the cantilever using fast
setting epoxy (Hardman, Royal Adhesives and Sealants, South Bend, IN). The AFM
cantilever was lowered onto the hydrogel surface using the mechanical motor of the
AFM, with an average rate of approach of 35.4 mm s1. The mechanical motor was
reversed once the sphere indented the gel, as noted by the sudden change in the
photodiode signal. In relaxation experiments, the microsphere was driven into the
hydrogel and allowed to relax at the maximum indentation (Supplemental Fig. S1).
All measurements were performed in PBS (Sigma).
2.4. Confocal microscopy
Cells in gels were ﬁxed in 3.7% formaldehyde after 24 h of culture. After 10 min of
ﬁxing at room temperature, cells were washed 3x with PBS and then permeabilized
with 0.01% Triton-X 100 for 3 min. Cells were then washed again 3x with PBS and
blocked with 10% donkey serum (Millipore) in PBS for 30 min. Cells were then
incubated with a 1:50 dilution of goat anti-GFAP (Santa Cruz) in blocking buffer
overnight at 4  C. After primary antibody incubation, cells were washed with PBS 3x
for 1 h per wash. Donkey-anti goat IgG 488 (Invitrogen, 1:100 dilution), CellMask
647 membrane stain (Invitrogen, 1:1000) and DAPI nuclear stain (1:2500 dilution)
were added to blocking buffer incubated with the gels for 1 h at room temperature.
Cells were then washed 3x with PBS for 1 h per wash. Confocal z-stacks were acquired with a Nikon TiE microscope equipped with an Andor camera using NIS elements software. Cells were selected randomly in phase contrast to ensure no
selection for or against strongly GFAP-expressing cells occurred.
2.5. Analysis of cell morphology and GFAP expression
3D reconstructions of astrocyte ﬁlaments were generated from confocal Z-stacks
using Imaris (Bitplane) to obtain quantitative morphological data. Filament tracing
was done on the CellMask membrane stain channel to provide information about
the morphology of the entire cell rather than only the GFAP-positive regions. Scholl
analysis was performed to ascertain the amount of astrocyte processes intersecting
concentric spheres around the cell body [26]. Total additive process length, degree of
branching (# process ends/# primary processes), weighted process straightness
(end-to-end distance over arc-length), and the overall cell diameter were calculated
for each cell analyzed. The normalized GFAP expression was determined quantitatively from the ratio of the average ﬂuorescence per pixel in the cell (cell body and
processes) to the average intensity of the gel background. This method accounts for
any drift in the microscope setup over the seven month duration of the experiments.
The cell perimeter was deﬁned from the membrane stain channel using ImageJ.
2.6. Statistical analysis
Statistical differences in morphology and activation within each gel subcategory
(collagen, collagen/HA, collagen/HA/matrigel) were determined using a Student's ttest. Statistical signiﬁcance is reported with respect to the best condition (lowest
level of activation) in each sub-category. For the overall comparison between the
best conditions in each subcategory, the best collagen-only control was used as the
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reference. P values of less than 0.05 were considered statistically signiﬁcant (*), with
P  0.01 represented with **, and P  0.001 represented with ***.

2.7. Compatibility with brain microvascular endothelial cells
To test the compatibility of the gels with endothelial cells, immortalized human brain microvascular endothelial cells (HBMECs) [27] were grown to conﬂuence on ﬁbronectin-coated glass chamber slides. After conﬂuence was achieved,
1.5 mm thick acellular gels were formed of top of the monolayers and incubated at
37  C for 24 h. Cells were then ﬁxed, permeabilized, and blocked as described
above, and incubated with rabbit anti-human ZO-1 (BD, 1:200 dilution) in blocking
buffer overnight at 4  C. After primary antibody incubation, cells were washed
with PBS 3x for 1 h per wash. Donkey-anti rabbit IgG 568 (Invitrogen, 1:100
dilution), and DAPI nuclear stain (1:2500 dilution) were added to blocking buffer
incubated with the gels for 1 h at room temperature. Cells were then washed 3x
with PBS for 1 h per wash. Cells were imaged with a Nikon TiE microscope
equipped with a Photometrics camera. A schematic of this setup is shown in
Supplemental Fig. S2.

3. Results
3.1. Gel characterization
Four classes of gels were assessed for astrocyte culture in 3D:
HA gels, collagen gels, collagen/HA gels, and gels with collagen,
HA, and matrigel. Although HA is the main component of the brain
ECM, astrocytes cultured in HA gels were balled up and did not
exhibit characteristic astrocytic processes (Supplemental Fig. S3)
and were not studied further. This is not surprising since the ECM
in the brain represents only 10e25% of the total volume and HA is
a relatively soft material [15,16]. Although collagen I is not present
in the brain, it is relatively inert matrix and provides structural
support for cell culture. Matrigel was studied as a matrix
component for compatibility with endothelial cells in bloodebrain
barrier (BBB) models.
The structure of acellular gels was characterized using scanning
electron microscopy. Collagen-only gels had a wide range of ﬁber
sizes, with diameters from 100 to 1000 nm (Fig. 1). Gels containing
HA tended to have thicker ﬁbers, in the range of 1e5 mm, with
sheet-like regions characteristic of HA gels [21]. These larger ﬁber
diameters may promote more physiological astrocyte morphology
since most processes and dendrites in the brain have thicknesses
within this ﬁber-size range.
The mechanical properties of the acellular gels in buffer were
characterized using atomic force microscopy (AFM). Force-distance
measurements and relaxation curves were acquired for all gel
compositions. The Hertz model was used to ﬁt the indentation force
curve to obtain Young's modulus values, and relaxation curves were
ﬁt to an exponential decay curve to determine the relaxation rate.
The stiffness of the gels varied from 150 to 4000 Pa and the
relaxation rates from 0.03 to 0.9 s1 (Fig. 7).

3.2. Astrocyte characterization
Astrocytes were seeded in a variety of 3D matrices to determine
the optimal composition for promoting physiological morphology
and minimizing GFAP expression characteristic of inactive cells. The
cell body and processes were delineated from the cell membrane
stain. Cell morphology was determined from analysis of the number of processes as a function of distance around the cell body
(Scholl analysis), the total additive process length, the degree of
branching, the weighted process straightness, and the overall cell
diameter.
In general, ﬂuorescence images of GFAP expression could be
classiﬁed into two categories (Fig. 2). For cells with low levels of
GFAP expression in the cell body, the ﬂuorescence intensity in the
processes was nearly indistinguishable from the background. In
contrast, cells with bright ﬂuorescence throughout the cell body
also tended to show enhanced ﬂuorescence in the processes.
Representative images of GFAP expression for all gels are shown in
Supplemental Fig. S4.
GFAP expression was determined quantitatively from the ratio
of the average ﬂuorescence per pixel in the cell (the cell body and
processes were delineated from the cell membrane stain) to the
average intensity of the gel background. In general, for a normalized GFAP expression level less than 2, the cells showed low levels
of expression in the cell body and negligible expression in the
processes, whereas for a normalized GFAP expression level more
than 4, most of the cells showed bright ﬂuorescence in both the cell
body and processes (Fig. 2). Since GFAP overexpression is associated
with astrocyte activation, we refer to cells with low levels of GFAP
expression (ratio < 2) as inactive, and cells with high levels of GFAP
expression (ratio > 8) as active.
Below we present quantitative analysis of cell morphology and
GFAP expression of human astrocytes in the four classes of gels.
3.3. Astrocytes in HA gels
While the majority of the brain's ECM is composed of hyaluronic
acid (HA), culturing astrocytes in HA alone results in rounded, nonproliferative cells that do not extend processes (Supplemental
Fig. S3). Therefore, no further experiments were performed with
HA gels.
3.4. Astrocytes in collagen gels
Astrocytes in collagen gels, unlike cells in HA gels, expressed
characteristic astrocyte processes (Fig. 3), but almost all cells
expressed high levels of GFAP in both the cell body and processes.
In 4 mg mL1 gels, the average normalized GFAP expression was

Fig. 1. SEM images of acellular gels. (A) 6 mg mL1 collagen. (B) 3 mg mL1 collagen and 1 mg mL1 HA. (C) 3 mg mL1 collagen, 1.5 mg mL1 HA, and 1.5 mg mL1 matrigel.
Collagen gels tended to have a very ﬁbrous structure with smaller ﬁbers, while the gels containing HA, had a hybrid ﬁber/sheet structure, with larger ﬁbers.
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Fig. 2. Examples of inactive and active astrocytes in 3D cell culture. Human fetal derived astrocytes were seeded in a gel composed of 2 mg mL1 collagen, 1 mg mL1 HA, 1 mg mL1
matrigel. Immunoﬂuorescence images of DAPI (blue) and membrane (purple) or DAPI (blue) and GFAP (green). While both cells express the characteristic branched processes of
physiological astrocytes, one cell expresses GFAP only in small quantities in the cell body, whereas the other cell shows very high expression levels of GFAP throughout the entire
cell body and processes, characteristic of activation. The cell morphology and level of GFAP expression were quantitatively assessed for astrocytes in collagen gels, collagen/HA gels,
and gels with collagen, HA, and matrigel (Figs. 3e5). Comparison of the best gels from these three classes, including statistical analysis, is presented in Fig. 6. We then analyze the
relationship between the mechanical properties of the gels and the cell morphology and GFAP expression (Fig. 7).

4.8, whereas in 6 mg mL1 and 8 mg mL1 gels, the normalized
GFAP expression was 8.4 and 8.8, respectively (Fig. 3D). A Scholl
plot of the number of processes as a function of distance from the
cell body (Fig. 3E) shows that the average number of primary
processes ranged from 20 to 30, although the extent of the processes was smallest for the 8 mg mL1 gel. The total process length
was 700e1600 mm, with the maximum process length at a gel
concentration of 6 mg mL1 (Fig. 3F). The degree of branching,
deﬁned as the number of process ends divided by the number of
primary processes, was 3e4 for all gels (Fig. 3G), and the process
straightness was 0.91e0.93 (Fig. 3H) for all gel concentrations. The
overall cell diameter decreased from about 140 mm for 4 mg mL1
gels, to about 70 mm in the stiffer 8 mg mL1 gels (Fig. 3I). Overall,
the 4 mg mL1 and 6 mg mL1 collagen gels resulted in astrocytes
with longer processes and an overall diameter similar to astrocytes
in the human brain [12].

HA gels (Fig. 4AeC). All gels had a total monomer concentration of
4 mg mL1. Gels with 25% HA exhibited a normalized GFAP
expression of 1.9, signiﬁcantly lower than any of the collagen gels
(Fig. 3), whereas cells cultured in gels with 50% collagen and 50%
HA and showed higher GFAP expression than the corresponding
pure collagen gel. The average number of primary processes was
about 20 for all three conditions, however, with the addition of HA
to the matrix the number of processes increased to about 40 at a
distance of 40e50 mm from the cell body (Fig. 4E). The addition of
25e50% HA to the matrix results in a signiﬁcant increase in total
process length (Fig. 4F), although only small changes in the degree
of branching (Fig. 4G), and process straightness (Fig. 4H). The
overall astrocyte size increased from about 140 mm in collagen gels,
to 180e210 mm with the addition of HA to the matrix (Fig. 4I).

3.6. Astrocytes in gels with collagen, HA, and matrigel
3.5. Collagen and HA gels
While astrocytes in the collagen-only gels exhibited numerous
astrocyte-like processes, the high levels of GFAP expression indicate astrocyte activation. To assess the inﬂuence of HA on GFAP
expression and cell morphology, we seeded astrocytes in collagen/

While gels containing 75% collagen and 25% HA resulted in low
GFAP expression and enhanced morphology as compared to
collagen only gels, the addition of matrigel to the matrix was
necessary to ensure endothelial monolayer survival (Supplemental
Fig. S5). Astrocytes in gels with collagen, HA, and matrigel, similar
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Fig. 3. Astrocytes in collagen gels exhibit a star-shaped morphology but high levels of GFAP expression. Representative images of astrocytes in collagen gels: (A) 4 mg mL1, (B)
6 mg mL1, and (C) 8 mg mL1 collagen type I. Images are maximum intensity projections of confocal z-stacks. Cells stained for CellMask membrane stain (purple) and DAPI nuclear
stain (blue). GFAP expression and morphological analysis of astrocytes in collagen gels (N ¼ 8e12 cells per condition). (D) Activation analysis of the cells shows a high degree of
activation at all collagen concentrations. The normalized GFAP expression is the ratio of the average ﬂuorescence per pixel in the cell (cell body and processes) to the average
intensity of the gel background. (E) Scholl analysis shows the overall morphological characteristics. (F) Total process length, (G) degree of branching, (H) process straightness, and (I)
overall cell diameter for astrocytes in collagen gels. Data represent mean ± SE. Statistical signiﬁcance was determined using a student's t-test test compared to the 4 mg mL1
collagen gel. ***P  0.001, **P  0.01. *P  0.05.

to cells in collagen/HA gels, showed the characteristic star-shaped
morphology with multiple radial processes (Fig. 5AeD).
The addition of matrigel to the matrix strongly inﬂuenced GFAP
expression (Fig. 5E). The 2:1:1 (Cn:HA:Mg) gel exhibited a
normalized GFAP expression of 3.0, whereas the 4:1:1, 3:1.5:1.5 and
4:2:2 gels exhibited expression levels of 1.4, 1.2, and 1.2, respectively. The Scholl plots (Fig. 5F) were similar to those for collagen/
HA gels (Fig. 4E), with about 20 primary processes increasing to a
maximum of 35e40 process at a distance of 40e50 mm from the
center of the cell body. The total process length (Fig. 5G), the degree
of branching (Fig. 5H), and the overall diameter (Fig. 5J) were
relatively independent of matrigel concentration.
3.7. Comparison of astrocytes in collagen, collagen/HA, and
collagen/HA/matrigel
To highlight the inﬂuence of matrix composition on astrocyte
morphology and GFAP expression, we compare the best results for
each of the three classes of gel (Fig. 6): (1) 4 mg mL1 collagen, (2)
3 mg mL1 collagen þ 1 mg mL1 HA, and (3) 3 mg mL1 collagen,
1.5 mg mL1 HA, and 1.5 mg mL1 matrigel. The latter two

conditions had indistinguishable cell morphologies compared to
the best collagen-only gel with diameters larger than 200 mm, total
process lengths >3800 mm, and a degree of branching >4. The
normalized GFAP expression for the best collagen/HA and collagen/
HA/matrigel gels were 1.9 and 1.2, respectively, signiﬁcantly lower
than for the best collagen gel (4.8).
3.8. GFAP expression, cell morphology, and gel stiffness
The stiffness and relaxation rate of the gels also plays a role in
modulating cell morphology (Fig. 7). The elastic modulus and shear
modulus of collagen gels increases with increasing monomer concentration, but is also dependent on the gel microstructure which,
in turn, is dependent on experimental conditions such as gelation
temperature and pH [28,29]. For collagen gels with concentration
from 3 mg mL1 to 9 mg mL1 the elastic modulus has been reported to increase from about 500 Pa to about 12 kPa and the shear
modulus from about 200 Pa to about 5 kPa (an E/G0 ratio of 2.25)
[29]. Using AFM indentation, we obtain elastic modulus values of
190 Pa for 2 mg mL1 collagen and 3800 for 8 mg mL1 collagen,
consistent with values reported in the literature.
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Fig. 4. The addition of HA to collagen gels modulates cell morphology and GFAP expression. Immunoﬂuorescence images of astrocytes in collagen/HA gels with varying amounts of
HA. (A) 100% collagen HA (4 mg mL1 collagen), (B) 75% collagen and 25% HA (3 mg mL1 collagen þ 1 mg mL1 HA) and (C) 50% collagen and 50% HA (2 mg mL1
collagen þ 2 mg mL1 HA). In all cases the total concentration of the gels was 4 mg mL1. Images are maximum intensity projections of confocal z-stacks. Cells stained for CellMask
membrane stain (purple) and DAPI nuclear stain (blue). Differences in overall cell diameter can be easily seen in these representative images upon the incorporation of HA in the
hydrogels. GFAP expression and morphological analysis of astrocytes in gels containing collagen I and HA with a total monomer concentration of 4 mg mL1 (N ¼ 10e18 cells per
condition). (D) Normalized GFAP expression shows that the incorporation of 25% HA results in very low GFAP expression. The normalized GFAP expression is the ratio of the average
ﬂuorescence per pixel in the cell (cell body and processes) to the average intensity of the gel background. (E) Scholl analysis of astrocytes showing overall morphological characteristics. (F) Total process length, (G) degree of branching, (H) process straightness, and (I) overall cell diameter for astrocytes in collagen gels. Data represent mean ± SE. Statistical
signiﬁcance was determined using a student's t-test test compared to the 3 mg mL1 collagen, 1 mg mL1 HA gel. ***P  0.001, **P  0.01. *P  0.05.

No clear correlation was observed between the measured gel
stiffness and GFAP expression, although the lowest levels of GFAP
expression were generally found for gel stiffnesses of
1000e1500 Pa (Fig. 7A). The overall cell diameter shows a
maximum of about 220 mm corresponding to gels with stiffness in
the range from 900 to 1500 Pa (Fig. 7A). The maximum in cell
diameter occurs at a stiffness that is somewhat larger than the bulk
shear modulus of 200e300 Pa reported for human, rat, and pig
brain [30,31], however, our gels have a very low density of cells
compared to brain tissue. GFAP expression had a very strong correlation with the gel relaxation rate (Fig. 7C), which is related to the
stress relaxation modulus. The minimum in GFAP expression was
observed at a relaxation rate of 0.1e0.2 s1. The overall cell diameter also showed a maximum as a function of the gel relaxation rate
(Fig. 7D).

These results indicate that the mechanical properties of gels
play an important role in modulating the morphology of astrocytes
and their expression of GFAP. In soft gels, the matrix is easily
deformed, however, the low stiffness and relaxation rate reduces
the traction forces necessary for extending new processes. In stiff
gels, there is sufﬁcient traction for new processes but it is difﬁcult
to deform the matrix. Therefore, it appears there is an optimum
range of stiffness and relaxation rate required for astrocytes to
adopt a physiological morphology.
3.9. Compatibility with endothelial cells
To test the compatibility of these gels with brain microvascular
endothelial cells, gels were formed on top of conﬂuent monolayers
of HBMECs. After 24 h, HBMECs under collagen and collagen/HA
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Fig. 5. Gels with collagen, HA, and matrigel at concentrations greater than 4 mg mL1 show astrocytic morphology and very low levels of GFAP expression. Representative
ﬂuorescence images of astrocytes in gels containing collagen (Cn), HA, and matrigel (Mg). The ratio X:Y:Z corresponds to the monomer concentration in mg mL1 (X e collagen, Y e
HA, Z e matrigel). (A) 2 mg mL1 collagen, 1 mg mL1 HA, and 1 mg mL1 matrigel (2:1:1). (B) 4 mg mL1 collagen, 1 mg mL1 HA, and 1 mg mL1 matrigel (4:1:1). (C) 3 mg mL1
collagen, 1.5 mg mL1 HA, and 1.5 mg mL1 matrigel (3:1.5:1.5). (D) 4 mg mL1 collagen, 2 mg mL1 HA, and 2 mg mL1 matrigel (4:2:2). Images are maximum intensity projections
of confocal z-stacks. Cells stained for CellMask membrane stain (purple) and DAPI nuclear stain (blue). GFAP expression and morphological analysis of astrocytes in gels containing
collagen I, HA, and matrigel (N ¼ 22e28 cells per condition. (E) Activation analysis of the cells shows that the incorporation of HA and matrigel results in fewer cells expressing
GFAP. The normalized GFAP expression is the ratio of the average ﬂuorescence per pixel in the cell (cell body and processes) to the average intensity of the gel background. (F) Scholl
analysis of the astrocytes shows overall morphological characteristics. (G) Total process length, (H) degree of branching, (I) process straightness, and (J) overall cell diameter for
astrocytes in collagen gels. Data represent mean ± SE. Statistical signiﬁcance was determined using a student's t-test test compared to the 3 mg mL1 collagen, 1.5 mg mL1 HA,
1.5 mg mL1 Matrigel gel. ***P  0.001, **P  0.01. *P  0.05.

gels showed low expression levels of the tight junction protein ZO1 (Supplemental Fig. S5). In contrast, HBMEC monolayers under
gels with collagen, HA, and matrigel showed ZO-1 expression and
localization at the cellecell junctions typical of monolayers in 2D
culture (Supplemental Fig. S5) [22]. The presence of endothelial cell
tight junctions is essential for the creation of physiologically relevant BBB models, indicating that these in vitro conditions are
suitable for establishing key features of endothelial cells and astrocytes in brain.
4. Discussion
Astrocytes extend highly ramiﬁed processes that make contact
with blood vessels, synapses, nodes of Ranvier, and other neuronal
and non-neural elements, placing them in a unique position to
control brain metabolism by providing an interface between the
circulation and the brain parenchyma. How they perform this homeostatic function is not well understood. Much of our knowledge
about the functions of these cells comes from studies in mice and
rats. Although human astrocytes are larger and more diverse in

their structure [12], much less is known about their physiological
characteristics. Given the limitations associated with analysis of
cellular properties in the intact human CNS, in vitro studies provide
crucial insight to the characteristics of these cells, necessitating
development of conditions that retain their in vivo properties. Here
we examined how various culture conditions inﬂuence the
morphological maturation of astrocytes and their reactive state and
deﬁne a 3D matrix that enables vigorous process formation by astrocytes but retains their quiescent state.
GFAP is a widely used biomarker of reactive gliosis, providing a
ready measure of the transformation of astrocytes in different
pathological conditions. In our studies, the average normalized
GFAP expression ranged from <2 (1.4, 1.2, 1.2, and 1.9) for three Cn/
HA/Mg gels and one Cn/HA gel, to 8e10 for two collagen gels and
one Cn/HA (8.4, 8.4, and 8.7). Cells in the 4 mg mL1 collagen gel,
and the 2:1:1 (Cn:HA:Mg) gel, showed intermediate values of GFAP
expression (4.8 and 3.0, respectively). For GFAP ratios <2, ﬂuorescence images of cells generally showed weak expression in the cell
body and negligible expression in the processes. In contrast, cells
with GFAP ratios >8 showed high intensity in both cell body and
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the best conditions of collagen gels, collagen/HA gels, and collagen/HA/matrigel gels. Collagen: 4 mg mL1 collagen, collagen/HA: 3 mg mL1
collagen þ1 mg mL1 HA, and collagen/HA/matrigel: 4 mg mL1 collagen, 2 mg mL1 HA, and 2 mg mL1 matrigel. (A) Normalized GFAP expression. The normalized GFAP
expression is the ratio of the average ﬂuorescence per pixel in the cell (cell body and processes) to the average intensity of the gel background. (B) Scholl analysis of the astrocyte
processes. Morphological parameters for astrocytes in gels: (C) total process length, (D) degree of branching, (E) process straightness, and (F) overall cell diameter. Data represent
mean ± SE. Statistical signiﬁcance was determined using a student's t-test test compared to the 4 mg mL1 collagen gel. ***P  0.001, **P  0.01.

processes. The maximum increase in GFAP expression between
conditions is approximately 8-fold. A 7.5-fold increase in the gene
encoding for GFAP has been reported for cortical astrocytes in a
mouse model following activation induced by transient ischemia
[10]. Taken together, these results suggest that astrocytes in 3D gels
with low GFAP ratios are quiescent, whereas cells with high GFAP
ratios are activated.
Although collagen gels are commonly used as a matrix for 3D
cell culture [32,33], astrocytes in collagen gels are smaller, less
branched, and exhibit high levels of GFAP expression in the cell
body and processes, characteristic of activated cells (Fig. 3). Mixed
collagen/HA gels were investigated as a matrix for astrocytes since
HA is the major component of brain ECM. In addition, astrocytes
express CD44, a receptor for HA, and hence the addition of HA to
the matrix is expected to result in more physiological morphology
[34]. The addition of HA results in an increase in the total process
length, degree of branching, and overall cell diameter (Fig. 4). The
average normalized GFAP expression in gels with 75% collagen and
25% HA (4 mg mL1 collagen þ 1 mg mL1 HA) was 1.9, signiﬁcantly
lower than in the corresponding 4 mg mL1 collagen gel, where the
normalized GFAP expression was 4.8. In gels with 50% collagen and
50% HA the normalized GFAP expression was 8.9 ± 1.3, similar to
the higher collagen concentrations (Fig. 4). Since cells in pure HAcrosslinker gels are rounded and do not exhibit radial processes,
the increase in GFAP expression in 50% collagen - 50% HA gels can
be ascribed to the increased HA concentration. The PEG-based

crosslinker used in the HA-based gels is unlikely to have a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on astrocyte activation, since PEG-based hydrogels
implanted into primate brains have a minimal effect on GFAP
expression in astrocytes [35].
Gels with collagen, HA, and matrigel exhibit similar morphological characteristics, typical of astrocytes in the human brain, and
very low levels of GFAP expression (Fig. 5). The 4:1:1, 3:1.5:1.5 and
4:2:2 gels exhibited expression levels of 1.4, 1.2, and 1.2, respectively, suggesting a quiescent or unactivated state. While laminin is
known to promote neurite outgrowth [19,36], and to exist in small
quantities in the developing and injured brain [19], it is very rarely
added to 3D matrices for brain cell culture. Matrigel, which is primarily composed of laminin, has been shown to promote endothelial cell growth and tubulogenesis in vitro [37].
Astrocytes imaged in collagen/HA and collagen/HA/matrigel
gels were somewhat larger (200 mm diameter) compared to human protoplasmic astrocytes in vivo, which are approximately
150 mm in diameter [12,14]. Detailed comparison of the size and
morphology of astrocytes in the human brain is complicated by the
fact that images are obtained from tissue sections from patients
with epilepsy or brain cancer and use GFAP staining rather than a
membrane stain [12]. In addition, human astrocytes in the brain
tend to extend longer processes during development, which then
retract into independent astrocyte domains as the cells are constrained by their neighbors [38]. In the experiments reported here,
the astrocytes were seeded at a much lower density than in the
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Fig. 7. The modulus and relaxation time constant of the gel matrix inﬂuences astrocyte diameter and GFAP expression. (A) Normalized GFAP expression versus gel stiffness. (B)
Astrocyte diameter versus gel stiffness. (C) Normalized GFAP expression versus gel relaxation rate. (D) Astrocyte diameter versus gel relaxation rate. (E) Gel compositions and
relaxation and stiffness of each gel condition. Concentrations in mg mL1, stiffness in Pa, relaxation in 102 s1.

brain for single-cell imaging, and hence were not conﬁned by interactions with their neighbors. The degree of branching observed
in these experiments was very similar to the degree of branching
observed in astrocytes in the mouse optic nerve [39].
Comparison of cell morphology and GFAP expression
(Supplemental Fig. S6) suggests a correlation between cell
morphology and activation. In general, cells with low GFAP
expression had total processes length >3000 mm, a degree of
branching >4, and a cell diameter >180 mm.
Astrocytes in gels with collagen, HA, and matrigel were found to
have nearly indistinguishable morphologies, likely due to the fact
that all four conditions assayed had very similar stiffnesses (Fig. 7).
However, GFAP expression was signiﬁcantly upregulated in 2:1:1
(Cn:HA:Mg) gels. Since this gel matrix had a much lower relaxation
rate (which corresponds to slower stress relaxation) compared to
all of the other conditions in this category (Fig. 7), it is possible that
the mechanical properties of this gel were responsible for the
increased activation response. This effect likely also explains the
dramatic difference in activation between the two gels containing
both collagen and HA. The very low relaxation rate measured in the
gel with 2 mg/mL collagen and 2 mg/mL HA likely explains the
increased GFAP expression of astrocytes in this gel. From these
experiments, it seems that sufﬁciently low (<0.1 s1) or high
(>0.2 s1) gel relaxation rates result in increased GFAP expression.
Astrocytes are known to be an essential component of the
bloodebrain barrier, participating in BBB repair and maintenance,
producing proteins such as GDNF and bFGF that enhance BBB
tightness, and regulating water, ion, and amino acid homeostasis
[2,40]. While many in vitro models of the human BBB incorporate
astrocytes, most of these models involve the culture of astrocytes in
2D, and often do not include contact with endothelial cells [41e43].
These astrocytes tend to be spindle-shaped and almost always
express markers associated with astrocyte activation [20]. Through
this exploration of hydrogel compositions, we developed a new
in vitro platform for the study of the bloodebrain barrier that may
promote a deeper understanding of how astrocytes inﬂuence the
formation and function of the BBB, and reveal new approaches for

limiting damage from stroke, slowing tumor formation, and
enhancing the entry of therapeutic molecules to the CNS.
5. Conclusions
The morphology and level of GFAP expression in human astrocytes is strongly dependent on the composition and mechanical
properties of the 3D microenvironment. To test the hypothesis that
astrocytes cultured in a 3D matrix that provides structural support
and appropriate extracellular matrix factors will recapitulate the
characteristic star-shaped morphology and low levels of GFAP
expression typical of quiescent astrocytes, we cultured human astrocytes in four classes of gels: HA gels, collagen gels, collagen/HA
gels, and gels composed of collagen, HA, and matrigel. Astrocytes
cultured in gels composed of collagen, HA, and matrigel exhibited a
highly branched morphology, typical of their morphology in vivo,
and very low levels of GFAP expression, a hallmark of quiescent
cells.
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